Corporate Interiors Ideabook
Handwashing Fixtures, Washroom Accessories, Toilet Partition Cubicles

BRADLEYCORP.COM

THE ANSWER TO YOUR
COMMERCIAL WASHROOM
DESIGN CHALLENGES
Long-Lasting,
Reliable with
Global Appeal
Bradley understands that

Good design surrounds us and creates an environment that is not only
visually appealing, but works on all levels of health, comfort, flexibility
and ease of use. Good design takes into consideration the many
ways that a space can influence the people using it – from Millennials

the designed space must be

to Boomers, from Interns to CEOs. Good design makes people feel

efficient and cost-effective,

good! And, good design is more important than ever and has moved

but also create a unique and

the intersection of form and function beyond ordinary. Bradley’s

engaging experience. And it
needs to last; think durable

handwashing solutions are designed to meet at that intersection and

and timeless.

give you design flexibility that surpasses expectations.

Bradley brings you nearly

Built with superior craftsmanship for today’s commercial restrooms,

a century of commercial

here are the products that will help you create a beautiful, long lasting

plumbing knowledge and
innovation proven by
successful projects as far
reaching as Los Angeles and
New York to Hong Kong and
Dubai. State of the art tools,
skilled journeymen, keen
vision and utmost care shape
every product you’ll use.
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restroom for your corporate interior space. Make Bradley’s handcrafted
handwashing fixtures and accessories a part of your next project.
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OMNIDECK™ HANDWASHING SOLUTIONS
Beautiful customized basins to achieve your unique design aesthetic. You will find that OmniDecks
delivers on all counts: completely seamless, customizable, prefabricated for ease of install and
ADA-compliant for barrier-free accessibility. From office buildings and healthcare settings to hotels,
restaurants and convention centers, OmniDecks provide the versatility you need.

Terreon® solid surface and Terreon®RE recycled solid surface last a lifetime and can easily be
repaired and renewed, thus minimizing the need for replacement or disposal. Terreon is a nonporous material which means that it will not support the growth of mold, mildew or bacteria, all
substances that can adversely affect indoor air quality. Terreon is certified to meet the highest
industry quality and performance standards for solid surface materials.
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CUSTOMIZE YOUR OMNIDECK SOLUTION
A designer-inspired suite of options help you create just the right look.

Colors & Basins
Choose from dozens of Terreon solid surface colors for decks and basins, plus a variety of basin shapes.

SL-Series Undermount Basins
ADA compliant. Traditional handwashing basin shapes.

Model SL-TO1

Model SL-TR1

HS-Series Undermount Basins
ADA compliant. Flat bottom design maximizes basin capacity for multi-purpose use.

Model HS-TO1

Model HS-TR1

Model HS-TS1

CS-Series Undermount Basins
ADA compliant. Variety of depths for multi-purpose use.

Model CS-1
3-1/2" (89 mm) depth
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Model CS-2
5-1/2" (140 mm) depth

Model CS-3
8" (203 mm) depth

Model CS-4
8" (203 mm) depth

Deck Sizes

Options

Choose custom lengths to fit your space or

Add a coved backsplash, side aprons and

standard deck lengths 30", 60", 90" or 120”

front apron or go minimalist with just the deck.

(762 mm, 1524 mm, 2286 mm or 3048 mm).

Add Bradley faucets and soap, or choose your

Choose custom depths to fit your space or

own. Add a waste receptacle opening or trap

standard deck depth 22” (559 mm).

enclosure. Endless possibilities.

Prefabricated for a
turnkey installation.
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OmniDecks are available with many basin
options to enhance the look of your restroom.
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The Verge® Lavatory System is made from Evero®, a blend of natural quartz, granite, exotic
and recycled materials, which is more durable than granite and maintenance free. Verge basins
incorporate a beautifully-sculpted elongated basin with no visible seams. Available in elegant
shapes to complement your designs.

Evero is the first and only natural quartz material that can be molded into round and curved
shapes giving you not only stunning design options to explore but a high performance
product that is as beautiful as it is long lasting. Made with 25% pre-consumer recycled
content and bio-based resin. The Pearl series is made with 70% recycled content.
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Bradley’s frameless, framed, and frosted edge
mirrors reflect your designs to perfection.
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WASHROOM ACCESSORIES
Bradley’s stainless steel washroom accessories provide the clean look your restroom requires. Diplomat
accessories’ dual-curves come in an array of products that provide a unique, cohesive aesthetic. Bradley’s
standard accessories sleek, linear appearance are a popular choice because they complement any design.

Diplomat™ Models

Standard Models

Dual curve design

Simply classic

With over 50 models and

Hundreds of models

many with higher capacity

available in recessed,

sizes, Diplomat Accessories

semi-recessed, and

offer design flexibility with

surface-mounted styles.

a single aesthetic.
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Clockwise from left: Stainless
steel with satin finish, Phenolic
with wood-grain laminate, and
Fusion granite.

TOILET PARTITION CUBICLES
Bradley’s Mills® Partition Cubicles are available in materials sure to please the
designer’s eye for style – stainless steel, powder coated, phenolic with virtually any
laminate surface and Fusion™ – an elegant blend of stainless steel and granite.

VISIT BRADLEYCORP.COM FOR INDUSTRY-LEADING BIM-REVIT/SYSQUE LIBRARY
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